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Part I Huntington and his coin collection

1, who is Huntington, his relations with AHS and ANS

2, significance of his collection

3, his will
Part II American Hispanic Society

1. who are they
2. Identify problem and income trouble
3. Location Issue
4. Relations with Sotheby
5. Relations with Huntington collection
Part III American Numismatic Society

1, who are they

2, Location Issue and history

3, Relations with Huntington collection
Part IV  Sotheby New York

1, who are they

2, Relations with Huntington collection
Part V  the legal case and the coin auction, and final result

1, Collection policy of two org.

2, Huntington coins collection legal fight and final result

3, Huntington coin auction and time line, final result
Part VI Conclusion

1. The conflict between the trust and the auction
2. Public agency failed in protecting the donation
Questions & Answers
Thank you!